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一、中文摘要

為了要使電晶體有更高的增益與電
流值，縮小閘極長度並同時閘極電阻是必
要的。因此，T 型( 或蘑菇型 ) 次微米閘
極元件的製作勢在必行。本年度的研究目
標就是在探討次微米 T 型閘極的製作方
法。我們利用光阻加熱流動的特性以及三
層光阻的結構，設計了一套次微米 T 型閘
極的製程步驟，並且以實驗驗證其可行
性。結果顯示，在不需要昂貴的電子束曝
光機的條件之下，我們利用傳統的 UV 光
阻亦可做出具有深次微米寬度之 T 型閘
極。

Abstract
   For more power gain and current,
shrinking gate length but at the same time
decreasing gate resistance is essential. The T
shape submicron gate is the most effective
way to meet both requirements. In this year,
our research is focused on the fabrication of
the T-shape submicron gate length by
photoresist reflowing method. Using the
flowing property of photoresist under high
enough temperature and tri-layer photoresist
structure, we have formed the submicron T-
gate without resorting to the E-beam or X-
ray lithography.

二、計畫緣由與目的

  With shorter gate length, better high
frequency performance of a GaAs FET can
be obtained in conjunction with other
optimization in device structure and
processing steps. However, a small gate
resistance must be attained as well so that
the enhanced device performance achieved
by shorter gate length will not be
deteriorated by the increase of the gate
resistance. Usually, the smallest line width
one can obtain by the traditional contact-
mode I-line lithography is about 0.8um. In
order to fabricate shorter gate length, some
special technique has to be used. In this
project, we proposed to use the reflow
property of photoresist to achieve the goal.

三、研究方法與成果

By making use of the reflow property
of photoresist, we have developed a method
to realize a T-shape submicron gate length.
It involves a postbake process of a tri-layer
photoresist structure. This postbake process
was performed on a ordinary hotplate and by
critical control of this thermal process, a



short line width pattern scaled down to
0.15µm has been made.  Figures 1&2
showed the results of the reflowed
photoresists.

   After this postbake process, the first
layer profile of a tri-layer photoresist
structure was formed. Then the second layer
and the third layer were spun on it
sequentially and finally 2um wide top open
window was formed by normal optical
lithography process in order to form a
mushroom shape cavity in the tri-layer
photoresist structure which also helped
facilitate the lift-off process. Figure 3
illustrates the schematic diagram of the
complete submicron T-gate structure. Also
shown is the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) photographs our fabricated
submicron T-gate ( see figure 4 ).

四、結果與討論

In this project, we were trying to
realize submicron T-gates and have solved
many problems we met. The biggest
obstacle is the intermixing problem between
PMMA and third layer photoresist. We have
tried to get rid of it by R.I.E., but it seemed
to be a more complex process. Therefore,
we tried to solve this problem by putting a
metal barrier between the second PMMA
and the third S1813 layer. Titanium and
Germanium have used for this process but
the barrier layer seemed to be wrinkled and
cracked after subsequent soft-bake process.
Finally, we found that Au was free of this
kind of problem and therefore the tri-layer
process become more reliable and
repeatable.

   Through precise control of the baking
temperature and exposing time, we not only

could realize submicron gates but also could
fabricate any required gate length with high
uniformity and reliability.  Armed with the
submicron-gate technology, we are planning
to fabricate FET’s with mushroom gate
structures in the second year project. Better
performance in terms of power gain and
bandwidth are expected.

五、計畫成果自評

   By using the novel tri-layer photoresist
method, we demonstrated that a submicron
T-gate could be fabricated with much
cheaper traditional mask alignment system
compared to E-beam or X-ray lithography
process. Our method is suitable for mass
production. We also have published 1 EDL,
1 TED and 1 JAP papers supported by this
project. In short, we are very proud of and
satisfied by the results we achieved in this
year.
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Fig. 1 The picture of reflowed photoresist by atomic force microscope (AFM) with 3µm×
3µm square area.

L ine         D istance
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Fig. 2 Two arbitrary cross sections of a reflowed photoresist measured by atomic force
microscope (AFM).

Fig. 3 The structure of submicron T-gate by tri-level normal UV photoresist.

Fig. 3 The structure of submicron T-gate
by tri-level normal UV photoresist.
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Fig.4  SEM photograph of T-gate Cross Section.
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